
Marble is a metamorphic rock that forms when
limestone is subjected to high temperatures
and pressures. Marble is composed of calcite,
dolomite or serpentine. 

The original stone is transformed into
something new and beautiful. The final
product has swirls and veins that give it
character and depth. 

Carrara marble from Italy is the most iconic
type of marble. It’s been used since ancient
times in some of the world’s most famous
buildings, including the Coliseum and the Taj
Mahal.

TYPES OF MARBLE

Carrara Marble or Luna marble to the Romans, is a type of white or blue-grey marble
popular for use in sculpture and building decor.  It has been quarried since Roman
times in the mountains just outside the city of Carrara in the province of Massa and
Carrara in the Lunigiana, the northernmost tip of modern-day Tuscany, Italy.

Statuary marble is a white marble from a few select quarries in the city of Carrara in
serene Tuscany. Statuary is considered the king of the White Carrara marbles. The
blocks of stone consist of high white purity background and classical thunderbolt veins
which is why it was so popular in the past for statue making.
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Calacatta marble is a type of Carrara marble. It comes from the same overall region
of Tuscany, Italy. Calacatta marble tends to have a white field. Usually, the whiter the
field, the more expensive the marble. The feature that distinguishes Calacatta
marble is its veining

Emperador Marble-Hailing from Spain, Emperador marble really makes its mark in
the world of marble. This is because it comes in many different colors, which are
perfect for the interior of homes. The colors are a bit darker and come in shades of
brown, which add the perfect touch to areas such as a fireplace, or a reading nook.

Crema Marfil is an organic marble mineral. It is considered a metamorphic rock
because it is primarily made up of travertine that transforms over a long period of
time from the pressure of tectonic plates moving together beneath the earth.

BOLD AND COLORFUL
MARBLE T ILE
DESIGN TRENDS

 But this tried-and-true design has started to come with a twist! Marble look tiles
are a new trend that has been taking the flooring industry by storm. 

These are a classic, timeless choice for any home. What once was a popular trend in
the 80s and 90s has made its way back onto the scene in recent years for many
reasons. 

The most notable element of this trend is the use of marble-like tiles in bold colors
or with strong designs. With different styles and colors available to choose from, it’s
easy to find something that fits well with your home.
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TYPES OF MARBLE

An explosion of color, texture, and
innovations in ceramic products was a
highlight at the recent Cersaie 2022,
The International Exhibition of
Ceramic Tile and Bathroom
Furnishings, held in Bologna, Italy.

Marble is a classic design that can be
found in many different spaces, from
the floor to the walls. SHAPE - PETRA NERO
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WHAT IS  MARBLE
LOOK TILES

PMarble tiles are made from natural
stone that has been cut into thin
slices and then polished for a smooth
finish. 

If you’re looking for a classic, elegant
look for your home, marble tile might
be the right choice for you. 

Today, you can find marble-look tiles
made from ceramic, porcelain, glass,
and even metal. They come in a wide
range of colors, from classic white to
daring black. 

You can also find them in a variety of
finishes, including polished, honed,
tumbled, and brushed. 

Whether you use them on floors,
walls, or countertops, marble-look
tiles can help you achieve the
luxurious look you desire.

TYPES OF MARBLE T ILES
Marble tiles are one of the most popular tile
choices for both indoor and outdoor
applications. 

There are many different types of marble tiles
available on the market, each with its own
unique look and feel.

 The most common type of marble tile is the
polished marble tile. These tiles have a
smooth, glossy surface that reflects light well.

Polished marble tiles are available in a wide
range of colors, from classic white to more
exotic shades like pink and green.

 Another popular type of marble tile is the
honed marble tile. 

Honed tiles have a matte finish that gives
them a more natural look. These tiles are
available in a wide range of colors, including
classic white, black, brown, and gray.

Finally, there are tumbled marble tiles.
Tumbled tiles have a distressed look that adds
character to any space. 

These tiles are available in a wide range of
colors, including classic white, black, brown,
gray, and even red and blue.

STUDIO - BERLIN PLATINUM
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MODERN DESIGN POSSIBIL IT IES

There are endless possibilities when it comes to modern design with marble tile. You
can go bold with large, colorful tiles or opt for a more subdued look with smaller,
neutral tiles. There are also many different patterns and textures to choose from, so
you can really get creative with your design.

If you want to make a statement, go big! Large marble tiles in bright colors will
definitely turn heads. You can use them as a focal point in your design, or create an
entire accent wall or backsplash out of them. 

If you want something a little more understated, try using small marble tiles in
neutral colors like grey or white. You can create interesting patterns with these tiles,
and they’ll add a touch of luxury to any space. No matter what your style is, there’s a
marble tile design that will suit you. So don’t be afraid to experiment and have fun
with your design!

COLOR SCHEME FOR MARBLE LOOK TILES

If you're looking to achieve the marble look in your
home, there are a few things to consider. 
First, you'll need to decide on a color scheme. 

While white and grey are the most popular colors for
marble-look tiles, you can really go with any color that
you feel will complement your space. 

Once you've decided on a color scheme, the next step
is to select the right tile. There are a variety of marble-
look tiles on the market, so it's important to take your
time and find one that best suits your needs. 

If you're unsure of what to look for, our team of
experts would be more than happy to help you select
the perfect tile for your home. If you're looking for a
classic marble look, white and grey tiles are always a
safe bet. 

However, if you want something a little more unique,
there are plenty of other colors to choose from. For
example, black marble-look tiles can create a
stunning contrast in any space. 

If you're feeling bold, why not try out a brightly
colored tile? You will also be able to see subtle
undertones of blues, purples, and greens within the
veins of the stone.

STUDIO - IBIZA WHITE
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When it comes to choosing marble tile for your home, there are a few things to
keep in mind. First, consider the overall design of your space. If you have a more

traditional décor, you may want to stick with classic white or cream marble.
However, if you’re looking to add a pop of color or make a statement, bolder colors

and patterns are definitely on trend.

Next, think about how the marble will be used. Flooring, countertops, backsplashes
and wall claddings are all popular choices. Each type of application has different

durability requirements, so be sure to choose a tile that’s up for the task.

Finally, don’t forget about maintenance. While marble is a beautiful and durable
material, it does require some special care. Regular cleaning and sealing will help to

keep your tile looking its best for years to come.

Heritage Ceramics offers Ibiza, Berlin and Gems is a series of marble look tiles. The
uniqueness of the design lies in the way it mimics other stone surfaces for more

than just kitchen backsplashes. 

The series comes in variety of colors you can choose that fits best for your space.
Once installed these stylish tiles are sure to turn heads and make people envy your

beautifully designed home from floor to ceiling. These tiles are perfect for the
modern designer who wants to make their homes or offices feel like the expensive

hotels they can't afford to stay at. 

Originality and style, without the price. With these tips in mind, you’re ready to
start shopping for the perfect marble tile for your home. Be bold and have fun with
it – after all, it’s your space! If marble look tiles fascinate you, make sure to browse

through the wide range of options that HERITAGE CERAMICS offers! 

CONCLUSION
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